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Abstract—In shared environments like cloud-based datacenters,
hardware accelerators are deployed to meet the scale-out compu-
tation demands of deep neural network (DNN) inference tasks.
As conventional hardware accelerators optimized for single-DNN
execution cannot effectively resolve the dynamic interaction of
these inference-as-a-service (INFaaS) tasks, several multi-DNN
hardware accelerators have been developed to improve the overall
system performance while adhering to the constraints of individual
tasks. Some of such multi-DNN hardware accelerators temporally
schedule tasks by incorporating the preemption or load-balancing-
based algorithm but suffer from resource underutilization because
of unmanaged mismatch between resource demand and provision.
Other multi-DNN hardware accelerators enable spatial colocation
of tasks to improve resource utilization and system flexibility, but
the irregular communication patterns between the fragmented
resource partitions cannot be adequately supported by the
metallic-based interconnects due to their rigidity and other
inherent scaling limitations. We introduce a photonic multi-DNN
accelerator named ASPIRE in this paper. The fundamental novelty
of ASPIRE lies in the ability to adaptively create sub-accelerators
for different tasks by assembling fine-grained resource partitions
in the same architecture. Seamless communications between those
fragmented resource partitions from a sub-accelerator are realized
by exploiting photonic interconnects. Specifically, ASPIRE includes
three novel designs: (1) a photonic network that can be adaptively
partitioned into several sub-networks, each seamlessly connecting
the fragmented resource partitions to construct sub-accelerators;
(2) a dataflow that simultaneously leverages temporal and spatial
data reuse opportunities within each resource partition and across
several resource partitions, respectively; (3) an algorithm that
allocates resource partitions at task granularity and derives
optimal tile size and execution order at DNN layer granularity.
Simulation studies show that ASPIRE outperforms other state-of-
the-art multi-DNN accelerators, delivering 64% execution time
reduction, 69% energy saving, 51% improvement in service-level
agreement satisfaction rate, and 7.9× improvement in fairness.

Index Terms—Deep neural network, Accelerator, Silicon pho-
tonics

I. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale accelerators are increasingly being deployed

in shared multi-DNN environments (such as in cloud data

centers [1]–[4]) in order to meet the demands of large-scale

compute-intensive deep neural network (DNN) workloads.

Typically, these inference-as-a-service (INFaaS) requests from

different DNN applications are satisfied by partitioning the large

accelerator into multiple smaller accelerators by distributing the

workloads and allocating resources to each inference request

[5]–[8]. As INFaaS demands increase with stringent quality

of service (QoS) guarantees for DNN applications, DNN

accelerators will be required to allocate resources incrementally

while allowing seamless communication for data movement.

Most prior single-task execution-based DNN accelerators [1],

[9]–[19] cannot be directly utilized for multi-DNN workload

since the underlying hardware was not designed for guarantee-

ing fairness or other service-level agreements (SLA). Further,

naively applying single-task DNN accelerators to multi-DNN

workloads can also lead to underutilized hardware resources

which can impact throughput and increase latency.

Several temporal multi-DNN accelerators [5], [6] have been

proposed in the literature to address the QoS and fairness

problems by incorporating preemption [5] and load-balancing

[6] into task scheduling. This allows resources such as PE

arrays to be allocated while load-balancing the workload

with QoS guarantees. Due to temporal variations in INFaaS

requests, there is a mismatch between computation demand and

resources allocated which leads to underutilized resources. For

example, systolic-array-based temporal multi-DNN accelerators

such as PREMA [5] and AI-MT [6] allocate all processing

elements (PEs) to a single task at any time regardless of

computation demand which can lead to underutilized PE arrays.

On the other hand, recent spatial multi-DNN accelerators such

as [7], [8] address the resource underutilization problem by

partitioning and allocating only the right amount of hardware

resources to each ongoing task, but are often curtailed by the

amount of communication between partitioned regions due

to the high-latency and power consumption of metallic-based

interconnects. For example, systolic-array-based spatial multi-

DNN accelerators such as Dataflow Mirroring [8] and Planaria

[7] partition the systolic array into several partitions and

allocate one or several partitions to each ongoing task. Dataflow

Mirroring prohibits communications between partitions and,

as a result, lacks flexibility and does not fully exploit spatial

parallelism. By contrast, Planaria adopts metallic-based ring-

buses for communications between partitions. Although the

proposed design is flexible, the communication latency can be

significantly affected by the physical location of the partitions.

While temporal and spatial multi-DNN accelerators im-

prove the design, traditional metallic interconnects impose

fundamental limits on scale-out performance due to high

performance/Watt, complex data movement between distant

partitions, and rigidity in allocating compute resources. Tra-

ditional metallic interconnects will be required to carry the

additional burden of connecting together distant islands of

accelerators (PE arrays) for INFaaS requests which can result

in higher power consumption than single-task accelerators due

to excessive data movement. The data movement problem will

exacerbate in the future scale-out accelerators that need to
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accommodate several INFaaS requests simultaneously.
Silicon photonics is a disruptive technology that has the

potential to alleviate the communication issues that limit the

performance of traditional electronic interconnects [17], [20]–

[30]. Photonic interconnects have several desirable properties

such as the (1) ability to design flexible topologies by

implementing broadcast, multicast, and unicast, (2) reducing

energy consumption by consuming power only at the endpoints

of the communication channels, and (3) providing very high

bandwidth-density for tighter integration of photonic compo-

nents. Silicon photonics offers distance-independent latency for

connecting distant PE arrays, thereby providing opportunities

to seamlessly interconnect PE arrays without any rigidity.
In this paper, we propose a multi-DNN accelerator named

ASPIRE which exploits both temporal and spatial techniques

along with the high flexibility and distance-independent latency

properties of silicon photonics. In ASPIRE, we exploit the

distance-independent latency feature of silicon photonics to

construct sub-accelerators by providing the required compu-

tational resources to each of the concurrent inference tasks

for the simultaneous transmission of inputs and kernels, even

when the arbitrarily partitioned sub-arrays could be physically

distant from each other. By interconnecting the sub-array

of PEs with photonic waveguides and multiple wavelengths,

we can seamlessly interconnect distant PEs, thereby building

islands of PEs for different inference tasks. ASPIRE leverages

the complete broadcast and multicast capabilities of silicon

photonics to design flexible dataflow, thereby improving the

performance/Watt. Finally, we propose an algorithm that

generates balanced resource allocation decisions, taking both

computation demand and task priority into consideration. The

algorithm ensures that we can alleviate the resource underuti-

lization problem associated with multi-DNN accelerators. The

combined effects of a reconfigurable photonic interconnect that

provides broadcast and multicast capabilities along with a task

allocation algorithm that ensures fairness and provides QoS

guarantees makes ASPIRE a novel multi-DNN accelerator for

future DNN workloads. Simulation studies using a collection of

diverse DNN models [31]–[37] show that ASPIRE architecture

outperforms other state-of-the-art temporal and spatial multi-

DNN accelerators [5]–[8] by delivering 61% execution time

reduction, 69% energy saving, 51% improvement in service-

level agreement satisfaction rate, and 7.9× improvement in

fairness. The major contributions of this work are as follows:

• Technology-Specific Dataflow: We develop a dataflow that

converts a sufficient fraction of data reuse opportunities into

data multicast opportunities through spatial parallelism to

leverage the energy-efficient multicast property of silicon

photonics while not undermining the rest of data reuse oppor-

tunities, which can still be leveraged through conventional

dataflow optimizations.

• Reconfigurable Photonic Network: We design a photonic

network that can be adaptively divided into several sub-

networks, each seamlessly connecting some fragmented

PE partitions to construct a sub-accelerator for a task.

Silicon photonic interconnects facilitate flexible network
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Fig. 1. A single-write-multiple-read (SWMR) silicon photonic channel using
wavelength λ0 with one transmitter and n receivers, each equipped with a
microring resonator (MRR).

reconfiguration and low-overhead communication between

distant partitions.

• Allocation Algorithm: We propose an allocation algorithm

that produces a balanced allocation of PE partitions based

on computing demand and task priority, and allocation of

on-chip memory capacity based on DNN topology and data

reuse pattern, while conventional allocation algorithms focus

on dividing computing resource only.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Photonic Interconnects

Figure 1 shows a photonic interconnect with one transmitter

and n receivers connected by a waveguide. The light including

wavelength λ0 is generated by the off-chip laser source and

coupled to the waveguide through an optical coupler [38].

Within the transmitter, a microring resonator (MRR) [39]

labeled MRR 0 works as an optical modulator to modulate

on λ0 with input data as modulation signals. Within the n
receivers, MRRs labeled MRR 1-n work as optical filters to

forward a fraction of light in λ0 to the local photodetectors

[20] and the rest of light in λ0 to downstream receivers. The

electrical signals generated by the local photodetectors are

amplified by the transimpedance amplifiers (TIAs) and sent

to comparators to retrieve the original data. Each MRR works

as either an optical modulator or optical filter and is tuned

by a resistive heater controlled by a thermal tuning unit to

mitigate thermal and process variations [20]. Please note that

the MRR in each receiver is tuned to have a specific split ratio

based on the number of downstream receivers. For example,

the MRR in the first receiver is tuned to have a split ratio of

1/(n-1) as there are n− 1 downstream receivers. The MRR in

the last receiver is tuned to have a split ratio of 1/0, which is

equivalent to the on-resonant state. Since all receivers as shown

in Figure 1 receive the same photonic signals which are then

retrieved to the same data, the photonic interconnect in Figure

1 acts as a single-write-multiple-read (SWMR) channel, which

is especially energy-efficient for multicast communication. An

SWMR channel achieves 0.1 pJ/bit/receiver communication

(using parameters listed in Section 6.1), which is 17× lower

than the metallic-based wires with the state-of-the-art ground-

referenced signaling (GRS) technique [9]. This work leverages

the energy-efficient multicast property of silicon photonics and
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Fig. 2. Computations in a convolutional layer 〈K E F C RS〉.

Algorithm 1: Computation of a Convolutional Layer

1 for ( k = 0; k < K; k += 1 )

2 for ( e = 0; e < E; e += 1 )

3 for ( f = 0; f < F ; f += 1 )

4 for ( c = 0; c < C; c += 1 )

5 for ( r = 0; r < R; r += 1 )

6 for ( s = 0; s < S; s += 1 )

7 O[k e f ] += I[r + e− 1 s+ f − 1 c]×W [k r s c]

investigates the optimization opportunities of promoting data

multicast opportunities through spatial parallelism.

B. DNN Communication

The computations involved in a typical convolutional layer in

DNN inference tasks shown in Figure 2 can be represented by

a nested loop over weight kernels, input feature maps (ifmaps),

and output feature maps (ofmaps) as shown in Algorithm 1.

The nested loop includes iterations on six dimensions: the

number of ofmaps 〈k〉, the height 〈e〉 and width 〈f〉 of ofmaps,

the number of ifmaps 〈c〉, and the height 〈r〉 and width 〈s〉 of

weight kernels. Please note that the height 〈h〉 and width 〈w〉 of

ifmaps are not independent dimensions and can be represented

by the above dimensions. Figure 2 shows the computations of

an iteration in the 〈f〉 loop (Line 3 of Algorithm 1) to generate

a specific output O[k e f ]. Since DNN hardware accelerators

often leverage parallelism among a large amount of PEs, we

can generate K
′ ×

(
E

′ × F
′
)

outputs in parallel using a PE

array with height and width equal K
′

and E
′×F

′
, respectively

(processing all or part of Line 1-3 of Algorithm 1 in parallel).

This PE array is considered the sub-accelerator for a given

inference task and can be constructed by combining several

PE partitions in the system.

Data communication when processing a convolutional layer

includes transmitting weight kernels and ifmaps to PEs and

collecting the generated ofmaps or partial sums (psums)

from PEs. Unlike generic applications, data communication

for DNN inference tasks is regular and can be derived

from parameters in the nested loop and underlying hardware

accelerator. From Figure 2, we can observe four types of

data reuse opportunities: (1) weight data reuse opportunities

due to convolutional operations in 〈e f〉 dimensions; (2) input

data reuse opportunities due to convolutional operations in

〈e f r s〉 dimensions; (3) input data reuse opportunities due to

multiple weight filter channels in 〈k〉 dimension; (4) psum reuse

PE Array

(a) (b) (c)

Task 0 Task 1 Task 0 Task 1

Task 2 Task 3 Task 2 Task 3Task 0

Fig. 3. (a) Systolic array based accelerator with metallic-based interconnects
between adjacent PEs [1]. (b) Spatial multi-DNN accelerator with 4 partitions.
(c) Spatial multi-DNN accelerator with 4 sub-accelerators constructed by
smaller partitions and ring bus network.

opportunities due to local accumulation in 〈c r s〉 dimensions.

Please note that data reuse opportunities in categories (1)

and (2) cannot be simultaneously exploited due to the pair-

wise multiplication nature of convolutional operations. Spatial

parallelism can convert data reuse opportunities into data

multicast opportunities. For example, spatial parallelism in the

〈k〉 dimension completely converts data reuse opportunities in

category (3) into data multicast opportunities while data reuse

opportunities in categories (1), (3), and (4) are not undermined.

By contrast, spatial parallelism in the 〈c〉 dimension does

not generate any data multicast opportunities while partially

undermining data reuse opportunities in category (4). The

target of this work is to convert a sufficient amount of data

reuse opportunities into data multicast opportunities to leverage

the energy-efficient multicast property of silicon photonics

while not undermining the rest of the data reuse opportunities,

which can still be leveraged through conventional dataflow

optimizations.

C. Inter-Partition Communication Bottleneck

Spatial multi-DNN accelerators require partitioning the

uniform PE array into smaller partitions so that a single partition

or a collection of partitions can be allocated to a particular

inference task [7], [8]. The inter-partition communication is

often considered the system bottleneck. Consider, for example,

the systolic-array-based accelerator [1], which is the baseline

architecture, of many prior multi-DNN accelerators [5]–[8]

as shown in Figure 3 (a). PEs are organized in a planar

array and augmented with distributed buffers for weights

and inputs. Metallic-based interconnects are implemented

between adjacent PEs to facilitate inter-PE data reuse. When

partitioning the uniform PE array into smaller partitions for

concurrent inference tasks, the metallic-based interconnects

on partition boundaries are removed. In this case, the inter-

partition communication fabric determines how partitions can

be combined and allocated to concurrent inference tasks.

As shown in Figure 3(b), Dataflow Mirroring [8] partitions

the uniform 6×6 PE array into four partitions of different

sizes and allocates each partition to a given inference task.

The intra-partition communication is supported by the metallic-

based interconnects in the original systolic array while the

inter-partition communication is not supported. Since Dataflow

Mirroring enforces the constraint that each inference task must

be allocated with a physical PE array, it can only accommodate
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up to four concurrent inference tasks, which does not fully ex-

ploit the spatial task parallelism on the accelerator. By contrast,

as shown in Figure 3(c), Planaria [7] partitions the uniform

6×6 PE array into identical 2×2 partitions and allocates a

partition or a collection of partitions to a given inference task.

Several fragmented partitions may act as a sub-accelerator and

communicate through ring buses [7]. For inference Task 1

shown in Figure 3(c), the communication between the partitions

takes one to four hops. The number of communication hops

can be even higher when partition size decreases, system scales,

or when communicating partitions are distant from each other,

which negatively affects the performance and energy efficiency

of the multi-DNN accelerator.

In addition to the common advantages over metallic-based

interconnects such as high communication bandwidth density

and high energy efficiency [20]–[22], [26], the distance-

independent latency feature [20] of silicon photonics can

potentially tackle the inter-partition communication challenge

and enable the construction of the sub-accelerator for a

particular inference task by combining fragmented partitions via

seamless inter-partition communication support. For example,

by adopting photonic interconnects instead of the metallic-

based ring buses shown in Figure 3(c), one-hop communication

can be achieved between any partitions allocated to inference

Task 1. We implement only photonic interconnects in the

ASPIRE architecture so that one-hop communication is achieved

between fragmented partitions and a global buffer (GLB) [40].

III. ASPIRE DATAFLOW

Section 2.2 suggests that data reuse opportunities can be

turned into data multicast opportunities when performing oper-

ations in certain dimensions in parallel. Here we examine the

impact of parallelism in different dimensions. Parallelism in the

〈k〉 dimension completely turns input data reuse opportunities

due to multiple weight filters into multicast opportunities while

maintaining all other data reuse opportunities. Parallelism in

the 〈e f〉 dimensions turns either weight or input data reuse

opportunities due to convolutional operations into multicast op-

portunities while maintaining all other data reuse opportunities.

Parallelism in the 〈c〉 dimension does not create any multicast

opportunities while partially undermining psum data reuse

opportunities. Parallelism in the 〈r s〉 dimensions turns input

data reuse opportunities due to convolutional operations into

multicast opportunities while partially undermining psum data

reuse opportunities. Since the optimization target of the ASPIRE

dataflow is to promote data multicast opportunities while

maintaining data reuse opportunities, we decide to perform

operations in 〈k e f〉 dimensions in parallel. Algorithm 2 is

one possible configuration of the proposed ASPIRE dataflow

with parallelism in 〈k e f〉 dimensions and an emphasis on

psum data reuse. Pk, Pe, and Pf represent the number of

PEs working in parallel in the 〈k〉, 〈e〉, and 〈f〉 dimensions,

respectively.

Please note that the proposed ASPIRE dataflow has a variety

of configurations. We can generate a configuration with an

emphasis on weight data reuse by moving the loops in 〈c r s〉

Algorithm 2: ASPIRE Dataflow

1 for (pk = 0; pk < K; pk+ = Pk)
2 for (pe = 0; pe < E; pe+ = Pe)
3 for (pf = 0; pf < F ; pf+ = Pf )
4 parallel for (k = pk; k < min (K, pk + Pk) ; k ++)
5 parallel for (e = pe; e < min (E, pe + Pe) ; e++)
6 parallel for (f = pf ; f < min (F, pf + Pf ) ; f ++)
7 for (c = 0; c < C; c++)
8 for (r = 0; r < R; r ++)
9 for (s = 0; s < S; s++)

10 O [k e f ] + = I [r + e− 1 s+ f − 1 c]×W [k r s c]

dimensions before the loop in the 〈e〉 dimension, in other words,

moving Line 7-9 before Line 2 in Algorithm 2. We can also

generate a configuration with an emphasis on input data reuse

by moving the loops in 〈c r s〉 dimensions after the loop in

the 〈f〉 dimension and moving the loop in the 〈k〉 dimension

after the loop in the 〈c〉 dimension, in other words, moving

Line 7-9 after Line 3 and moving Line 1 before Line 4 in

Algorithm 2. The other ASPIRE dataflow configurations can

be derived by changing the order of the six loops (Line 1-3

and Line 7-9 in Algorithm 2).

We can also derive the overall data footprint D of each

invocation of operations shown in Algorithm 2, which is the

summation weight data footprint C ×R× S × Pk, input data

footprint C × (R+ Pe − 1) × (S + Pf − 1), and psum data

footprint Pe×Pf ×Pk. The value D will be utilized to allocate

the shared GLB on-chip memory resource.

IV. ASPIRE ARCHITECTURE

A. Architecture Overview

Figure 4 describes the ASPIRE architecture with M ×M =
16 PEs in the whole system and N × N = 4 PEs in each

partition. ASPIRE includes a uniform GLB [40] with capacity

G as an intermediate memory hierarchy between off-chip

memory and PEs. The auxiliary function unit is responsible

for operations such as pooling, activation, and normalization.

Since these operations are often fast to process [41], [42],

we focus on accelerating convolutional and general matrix

multiply (GEMM) operations here. The GLB is equipped with

M2/N2 transmitter sets, each including 2 × N transmitters,

for GLB-to-PE communication. The GLB is also equipped

with M2/N2 receiver sets, each including N receivers, for

PE-to-GLB communication. Each PE is equipped with one

transmitter and two receivers for transmitting and receiving

data, respectively. The multi-DNN controller (MTC) performs

allocation of PE partitions and GLB and correspondingly

tunes the MRRs at runtime, based on the per-task progress

information and system status.

B. Waveguide & Wavelength Allocation

There are 2×M2/N2 waveguides in the ASPIRE architecture.

The first set of M2/N2 waveguides (Waveguide 0-3 in

Figure 4) is used for GLB-to-PE communication or forwarding

unmodulated light to corresponding PE partitions for PE-to-

GLB communication. The second set of M2/N2 waveguides
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(Waveguide 4-7 in Figure 4) is solely used for PE-to-GLB

communication. Please note that each PE partition can receive

data from the GLB via any waveguide in the first set while

only sending data to the GLB via a specific waveguide in the

second set. For example, Partition 0 can receive data from

the GLB via Waveguide 0-3 while only sending data to the

GLB via Waveguide 4.

There are 2 × N wavelengths utilized in the ASPIRE

architecture. The first set of N wavelengths (λ0 - λ1 in Figure

4) is used for row-wise GLB-to-PE multicast communication

within each PE partition or across several partitions, as well

as PE-to-GLB unicast communication. The second set of N
wavelengths (λ2 - λ3 in Figure 4) is solely used for column-

wise GLB-to-PE multicast communication within each PE

partition or across several partitions. Within each PE partition,

one receiver attached to each PE in a row resonates on a

wavelength from the first set (e.g., λ0 for PE0
00 and PE0

01)

while the other receiver attached to each PE in a column

resonates on another wavelength from the second set (e.g., λ2

for PE0
00 and PE0

10). We can derive that the GLB bandwidth

scales with M2/N . When maintaining the number of PEs in a

partition N2 fixed, the GLB bandwidth increases linearly with

the number of PEs in the whole system M2.

C. Photonic Network

The ASPIRE photonic network can be dynamically config-

ured to support seamless communication between fragmented

PE partitions allocated to each inference task. We described

how the proposed photonic network is configured in Table I to

support the three working cases shown in Figure 5. In Table I,

”�” and ”�” represent the corresponding MRRs are tuned to

on-resonant and off-resonant states, respectively. Split ratios

of 1/0 and 0/1 are equivalent to on-resonant and off-resonant

states, respectively.

CASE I: In the case shown in Figure 5 (a) where each

PE partition works independently as a sub-accelerator, a

PE partition receives data from the GLB via a designated

waveguide and transmits data to the GLB via another designated

waveguide. For example, as shown in Figure 4 1 , Partition
0 receives data via Waveguide 0. As a result, the 4 MRRs

corresponding to Parittion 0 and Waveguide 0 and working

on wavelengths λ0 - λ3 are tuned to the on-resonant state to

forward the data. The MRRs corresponding to Partition 0

and other waveguides are tuned to the off-resonant state as

these waveguides carry data for other partitions. The MRRs

corresponding to other partitions and Waveguide 0 are also

tuned to the off-resonant state as these partitions receive data

from Partition 0. Within Partition 0, data is multicast

to different rows using different wavelengths. For example,

PE0
00 and PE0

01 receive the same data using wavelength

λ0. Hence, the MRRs working on λ0 and corresponding to

PE0
00 and PE0

01 are tuned to split ratios of 1/1 and 1/0,

respectively. Similarly, PE0
10 and PE0

11 receive the same data

using wavelength λ1. Hence, the MRRs working on λ1 and

corresponding to PE0
10 and PE0

11 are tuned to split ratios of

1/1 and 1/0, respectively. Data is also multicast to different

columns using different wavelengths. For example, PE0
00 and

PE0
10 receive the same data using wavelength λ2. Hence, the

MRRs working on λ2 and corresponding to PE0
00 and PE0

10

are tuned to split ratios of 1/1 and 1/0, respectively.

As shown in Figure 4 3 , Partition 0 transmits data via

Waveguide 4. As a result, the 4 MRRs corresponding to

Partition 0 and Waveguide 0 and working on wavelengths

λ0 - λ3 are tuned to the on-resonant state to forward the

unmodulated light to Partition 0 for data transmission. The

MRRs corresponding to other partitions or waveguides are

tuned to the off-resonant state. Within Partition 0, PE0
00

and PE0
10 transmit data via Waveguide 4 using wavelengths

λ0 and λ1, respectively. PE0
01 and PE0

11 transmit data via

Waveguide 4 using wavelengths λ0 and λ1, respectively, in a

different time slot. The PE-to-GLB unicast communication is

done sequentially in each row of PEs within a partition. Hence,

a one-bit token is propagated circularly between columns to

determine which column has access to the PE-to-GLB unicast
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Fig. 5. ASPIRE working cases: (a) Partition 0-3 are allocated for Task
0-3; (b) Partition 0 & 2 and Partition 1 & 3 are allocated for Task 0
and Task 1, respectively; (c) Partition 0, Partition 1, and Partition 2
& 3 are allocated for Task 0, Task 1, and Task 2, respectively.

communication channel. We do not show the token propagation

network in Figure 4 for simplicity.

Please note that, in this case, all partitions can work

independently without any interference because communication

between each partition and the GLB is done by separate waveg-

uides. It is also unnecessary to synchronize the operations on

different partitions. For example, it is possible that Partition
0 is loading data from the GLB through Waveguide 0 while

Partition 1 is sending data to the GLB using Waveguide 1

and 5.

CASE II/III: In the case shown in Figure 5 (b) and (c)

where several PE partitions work jointly as a sub-accelerator,

these partitions are likely to receive data from the GLB via

a designated waveguide and transmit data to the GLB via

separate waveguides. For example, as shown in Figure 5 (b),

Partition 0 and Partition 2 are horizontally combined as

a sub-accelerator. They receive row-wise multicast data from

Waveguide 0 but receive column-wise multicast data from

Waveguide 0 and Waveguide 2, respectively. To receive

row-wise multicast data from Waveguide 0, the 2 MRRs

corresponding to Partition 0 and Waveguide 0 and working

on wavelengths λ0 - λ1 are tuned to the split ratio of 1/1 to

forward half of the light power to Partition 0. Meanwhile, the

2 MRRs corresponding to Partition 2 and Waveguide 0 and

working on wavelengths λ0 - λ1 are tuned to the on-resonant

state to forward the rest of light power to Partition 2, as

shown in Figure 4 2 . The states of other MRRs outside each

partition can be similarly derived. We summarize the state of

each MRR in all three working cases in Table I.

V. ASPIRE ALLOCATION ALGORITHM

Allocation of the PE partitions and GLB capacity is invoked

in either the presence of a new inference task or the completion

of an existing inference task. The MTC shown in Figure 4 keeps

track of the concurrent inference tasks. An entry is created

upon arrival of a new inference task using CREATEENTRY()
(Line 17-20 in Algorithm 3). The arrival time is recorded as

well as the overall number of MAC operations and the isolate

execution time, which can be obtained offline. An entry is

deleted upon completion of an existing inference task using

DELETEENTRY() (Line 8-15 in Algorithm 3). The MTC

constantly monitors and updates the progress of the concurrent

inference tasks using UPDATEENTRY() (Line 6 in Algorithm

3). An allocation is invoked after request signal is set while

TABLE I
MRR WORKING STATE IN ASPIRE ARCHITECTURE

Partition 0 Partition 1 Partition 2 Partition 3

λ0/λ1 λ2/λ3 λ0/λ1 λ2/λ3 λ0/λ1 λ2/λ3 λ0/λ1 λ2/λ3

Case shown in Figure 5 (a)

Waveguide 0 � � � � � � � �
Waveguide 1 � � � � � � � �
Waveguide 2 � � � � � � � �
Waveguide 3 � � � � � � � �

Case shown in Figure 5 (b)

Waveguide 0 1/1 � � � � � � �
Waveguide 1 � � � 1/1 � � � �
Waveguide 2 � � � � � � � �
Waveguide 3 � � � � � � � �

Case shown in Figure 5 (c)

Waveguide 0 � � � � � � � �
Waveguide 1 � � � � � � � �
Waveguide 2 � � � � � 1/1 � �
Waveguide 3 � � � � � � � �

the implementation of the previous allocation is complete

(allocation signal is cleared). The necessary operations

(e.g., MRR tuning) to implement the current allocation are

pushed in the Ctrl queue to be performed asynchronously.

Inference tasks losing one or several partitions in the allocation

can release the partition(s) at the end of the current invocation

and continue the next updated one without interruptions. By

contrast, inference tasks gaining one or more partitions in the

allocation have to wait until all added partition(s) are released.

In this way, we minimize the timing overhead of updating the

allocation of the PE partitions and GLB capacity.

ALLOCATIONALGORITHM() is the key function of the

proposed allocation algorithm. It includes the allocation of

PE partitions Si, allocation of parallelism in three dimensions

〈P i
k P

i
e P

i
f 〉, and allocation of GLB capacity Gi for Task i.

The MTC keeps track of the following parameters and feeds

them to the allocation algorithm:

T i
isolate: The execution time of Task i when it is processed on

ASPIRE alone without interruptions. This value can be obtained

offline.

T i
remain: An implication of computing resource demand which

is defined by Equation (1).

T i
deadline: The difference between the expected comple-

tion time and current time. It is within the range of(−∞, SLA× T i
isolate

]
.

T i
remain =

No. of remainedMACs

No. of total MACs
× T i

isolate (1)

The allocation of PE partitions Si is derived from Equation

(2) which holistically considers the computing resource demand

represented by T i
remain and task priority represented by

e−T i
deadline . Compared to the linear expression of task priority

in prior work [7], [8], the proposed exponential expression can

assign proper priorities to tasks that have passed their deadlines

(T i
deadline < 0) and significantly favor tasks with tight

deadlines, facilitating equal progress of tasks and adherence to

SLA.
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Algorithm 3: ASPIRE Allocation Algorithm

1 function ALLOCATIONSCHEME (count, LIST, TASK)

2 request = false
3 allocation = false
4 for cycle ← [0 : ∞) do
5 // update information of existing DNN inference tasks
6 UPDATEENTRY (count, LIST)

7 // check completion of any existing DNN inference task
8 if count �= -1 then
9 for i ← [0 : count] do

10 if LIST[i] . remain = 0 then
11 DELETEENTRY (i, count, LIST)

12 request = true
13 end if
14 end for
15 end if
16 // looking for newly arrived tasks
17 while TASK �= NULL do
18 CREATEENTRY (Deq(TASK), count, LIST)

19 request = true
20 end while
21 // initiate allocation algorithm
22 if request = true then
23 if allocation = false then
24 Enq(CTRL, ALLOCATIONALGORITHM (count, LIST))

25 allocation = true
26 request = false
27 end if
28 end if
29 // test completion of allocation
30 if CTRL = NULL then
31 allocation = false
32 end if
33 cycle ++

34 end for
35 end function

Si =
M2

N2
× T i

remain × e−T i
deadline

∑
T i
remain × e−T i

deadline

(2)

The parallelism in three dimensions 〈P i
k P

i
e P

i
f 〉 is deter-

mined through heuristic search with the target of minimizing

GLB accesses and the constraint of �Pk/N�×�Pe × Pf/N� ≤
Si. The allocation of GLB capacity Gi is derived from equation

Gi = Di × G/∑Di, where Di is defined in Section 3 and

G is the overall GLB capacity. In the case of Gi < Di, tiling

along 〈c〉 dimension is performed.

VI. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

We extend the open-source SCALE-Sim simulator [51] to

support temporal and spatial multiplexing of heterogeneous

DNN inference tasks. The execution time includes time for

both computation and communication. The extended simulator

can track the number of MAC operations and the number of

accesses to each memory hierarchy (local register, GLB, and

off-chip memory), from which the time for both computation

and communication is derived. The derivation process has

taken the interference between multiple existing DNN inference

tasks into consideration and enforced the bandwidth limitation

of each metallic-based or photonic interconnects. The delay

for tuning MRRs is set to 500 ps [52], indicating that DNN

TABLE II
ASPIRE SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
PE Array Dimension 128×128

PE Partition Dimension 8×8 8×16 16×16 16×32 32×32

PE Operating Frequency 700 MHz

Global Buffer (GLB) 12 MB

Data Width 8-bit Weight & Input Feature 16-bit Psum

GLB Read Bandwidth 1280 GB/s

GLB Write Bandwidth 640 GB/s

GLB Access Latency 1 cycle

Off-chip Memory Model
DDR3 (34 GB/s)

HBM (128/256/358/512 GB/s)

TABLE III
SIMULATION PHOTONIC PARAMETERS

Component Value Component Value

Laser Source 5 dB [43] Ring Drop 0.7 dB [44]

Coupler 1 dB [43] Ring Through 0.01 dB [45]

Splitter 0.2 dB [46] Photodetector 0.1 dB [43]

Waveguide 1 dB/cm [43] Waveguide-to-receiver 0.5 dB [47]

Waveguide Bend 0.01 dB [48] Receiver Sensitivity -23.4 dBm [49]

Waveguide Crossover 0.05 dB [47] Ring Heating 320 μW [50]

inference tasks with sufficient partitions can progress without

being interrupted by this tuning process. Similarly, the waiting

tasks can immediately start progress upon obtaining sufficient

partitions. Table II lists the key architecture parameters of

ASPIRE for simulation. We utilize similar parameters as in [5],

[7] for a fair comparison. We assume 1× 10−12 bit error rate

(BER) [49] at 10 Gbps bit rate and wavelengths around 1550

nm. We also assume a maximum free spectral range (FSR)

limit of 50 nm [22] which reflects the fabrication limitation

of MRR radius. As the maximum number of wavelengths

assumed in ASPIRE is 64, the power penalty due to crosstalk

is negligible due to prior study [53].

A. Power Model

The power consumption value of MAC operations is obtained

using Synopsys Design Compiler. The power consumption

values of access local buffers and the GLB are obtained

using CACTI 6.0 [54] while the power consumption value of

accessing off-chip memory is obtained using DRAMSim2 [55].

The power consumption value of metallic-based interconnects

is obtained using DSENT [44] and parameters in [56]. The

power consumption value of photonic interconnects is derived

from Equation (3) shown below:

Ptotal = PTX + PRX + Plaser + Pthermal (3)

The total power consumption Ptotal consists of 4 parts:

the power consumption of transmitters PTX , the power con-

sumption of receivers PRX , the power consumption of the

off-chip laser source Plaser, and the power consumption of

resistive heaters for mitigating thermal and process variations of

MRRs Pthermal. PTX and PRX are derived from parameters
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in [50]. The power consumption values for each transmitter and

receiver are 0.9 mW and 0.6 mW , respectively. The power

consumption for thermal heating is assumed to be 0.32 mW
per MRR [50]. The power consumption of the off-chip laser

source is derived from Equation (4) shown below:

Plaser = Prs + Closs + Pextinction +Msystem (4)

The power consumption of the off-chip laser source consists

of 4 parts: the photodetector sensitivity Prs, the overall insertion

loss Closs which can be derived from parameters listed in Table

III, the power penalty caused by extinction ratio Pextinction

(2 dB [57]), and the system margin Msystem (4 dB [58]).

The purpose of the system margin is to allocate an amount of

power to additional power penalty sources developed during

the system’s lifetime.

B. Multi-DNN Accelerators

The proposed ASPIRE (AS) architecture is compared against

two temporal multi-DNN accelerators named PREMA [5] (PR)

and AI-MT [6] (AI), and two spatial multi-DNN accelerators

named Planaria [7] (PL) and Dataflow Mirroring (DM) [8]. For

a fair comparison, these multi-DNN accelerators and ASPIRE

are all scaled to include M ×M = 16384 PEs and N ×N =
1024 PEs per partition unless otherwise stated. The GLB size

is set to 12 MB [5], [7]. Weights and inputs are assumed to

be 8-bit wide while psums are assumed to be 24-bit wide [9].

The PE clock frequency is set to 700 MHz. We perform cycle-

level memory simulation [55] by assuming a high bandwidth

memory (HBM) module with 358 GB/s bandwidth as in [5],

[7]. We also explore the impact of memory bandwidth on

system performance by implementing a DDR3 memory model

as in [1] and varying HBM bandwidth as shown in Table II.

C. Multi-DNN Benchmark

We generate a multi-DNN benchmark from eleven convo-

lutional neural networks (CNNs), recurrent neural networks

(RNNs), and transformers in four categories: (1) EfficientNet-b0

[36], EfficientNet-b7 [36], MobileNet-v1 [37], DenseNet-201

[33], ResNet=50 [34], and VGG-16 [32] using ImageNet

dataset for image classification; (2) YOLO-v3 [31] and SSD-

MobileNet-v1 [37] using COCO dataset for object detection;

(3) GNMT [37] using WMT E-G dataset for translation; (4)

BERT [37] using SQuAD v1.1 dataset for natural language

processing. A certain sequence of the mixed DNN models

is generated and applied to simulation on both ASPIRE

architecture and other multi-DNN accelerators. Please note that

the sequence is long enough to model diverse task multiplexing

cases. The arrival time of each DNN inference task in the

sequence is randomly assigned from a Poisson distribution as

in [7]. The task arrival rate can be adjusted by tuning the rate

parameter λ. We evaluate ASPIRE architecture performance

under different task arrival rates in our simulation. Please

note that only the convolutional and fully-connected layers are

considered in our simulation.
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Fig. 6. Execution time and energy consumption comparison between ASPIRE

and other multi-DNN accelerators when varying SLA and task arrival rate λ.

D. Evaluation Metrics

We utilize the following four metrics to evaluate ASPIRE

architecture and other multi-DNN accelerators. The first two

metrics are from the perspective of cloud vendors while the

last two metrics are from the perspective of end users.

• Execution Time: the time spent to process the above sequence

of mixed DNN inference tasks.

• Energy Consumption: the energy consumption of processing

the above sequence of mixed DNN inference tasks.

• SLA Satisfaction Rate: the fraction of multiplexed DNN

inference tasks that adhere to the SLA profile. SLA of Task
i is defined as T i

deadline/T
i
isolate.

• Fairness: the measurement of the equal progress of the

multiplexed DNN inference tasks [59].

VII. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A. Execution Time & Energy Consumption

We model three different SLA values SLA=3, SLA=6, and

SLA=10, which represent cases with strict, medium, and

relaxed deadlines, respectively. We also model two different

task arrival rate λ values λ = 2/Million and λ = 10/Million,

which represent cases with low and high task arrival rates.

λ = 2/Million means on average 2 DNN inference tasks

are expected in a one-million clock cycle interval. Figure 6

shows the execution time and energy consumption comparison

between ASPIRE and other multi-DNN accelerators. All values

are normalized to PR. We make the following observations.

First, in the cases with strict or medium deadlines (SLA=3 or

SLA=6) and low task arrival rate λ = 2/Million, spatial multi-

DNN accelerators PL and DM perform worse than temporal

multi-DNN accelerators PR and AI because the chance of

spatially co-executing several inference tasks is low in such

cases. As a result, the spatial task parallelism capability in PL

and DM is not fully leveraged while the control overhead still

exists. Second, in other cases with a high chance of spatially

co-executing several inference tasks, PL and DM perform better
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Fig. 7. SLA satisfaction rate and fairness comparison between ASPIRE and
other multi-DNN accelerators when varying SLA and task arrival rate λ.

than PR and AI in terms of both execution time and energy

consumption. Third, ASPIRE outperforms other multi-DNN

accelerators mainly due to the proposed photonic network

design. In particular, ASPIRE achieves up to 61% and 69%

reduction in execution time and energy consumption.

B. SLA Satisfaction Rate & Fairness

Figure 7 shows the SLA satisfaction rate and fairness

comparison between ASPIRE and other multi-DNN accelerators.

All values are normalized to PR. We make the following

observations. First, in cases with different combinations of SLA

values and task arrival rates λ, temporal multi-DNN accelerators

(PR and AI) achieve lower SLA satisfaction rates and fairness

compared to spatial multi-DNN accelerators (PL, DM, and

ASPIRE), as temporal accelerators often have relatively low PE

utilization and cannot delicately allocate hardware resource to

multiple inference tasks. In particular, AI achieves as low as

4% SLA satisfaction rate and 0.08 fairness because it prompts

balancing of communication- and computation-intensive tasks

over the QoS concern. Second, the SLA satisfaction rate of

each accelerator tends to decrease when adopting a more strict

task deadline or high task arrival rate. Third, ASPIRE still

maintains a relatively high SLA satisfaction rate of 71% and

fairness of 0.60 in the case with strict task deadline (SLA=3)

and high task arrival rate (λ = 10/Million). This is due to the

combined effects of the photonic network design and partition

allocation strategy.

C. ASPIRE Contribution Breakdown Analysis

We present the contributions of the ASPIRE photonic network

design and allocation strategy to the overall system improve-

ment separately in Figure 8. We only show the case with critical

SLA (SLA=3) and high task arrival rate (λ = 10/Million).

ASPIRE is compared against PR, PL, and two additional

baselines PL/AS and AS/PL. PL/AS is a design that combines

PL architecture and ASPIRE allocation algorithm, while AS/PL

is a design that combines ASPIRE architecture and PL allocation
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Fig. 8. ASPIRE architecture and allocation algorithm benefits breakdown
analysis. All values are normalized to PR.
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Fig. 9. ASPIRE allocation algorithm compared with other multi-DNN
accelerators when randomly assigning SLA values to incoming inference
tasks.

algorithm. We make the following two observations. First, as

compared to PL, PL/AS achieves a minor reduction in execution

time (1.5%) and energy consumption (1.0%) while AS/PL

achieves a significant reduction in execution time (48.3%) and

energy consumption (43.2%), indicating that the reduction in

execution time and energy consumption of ASPIRE mainly

comes from the proposed photonic network design. Second,

both PL/AS and AS/PL achieve significant improvement in SLA

satisfaction rate and fairness, as compared to PL, indicating

that both the proposed photonic network architecture and the

allocation strategy help the co-executed tasks to achieve equal

progress and fulfill the deadlines.

D. Dynamic Task Deadline

In ASPIRE, the initial value of Tdeadline is considered an

implicit priority parameter and will be continuously updated.

To demonstrate the benefits of the implicit priority parameter in

ASPIRE over the explicit priority parameter in PL and DM, we

randomly assign one of the three SLA values (SLA=3, SLA=6,

and SLA=10) to each inference task. Meanwhile, since PL

and DM adopt an explicit priority in the range of 1 to 11

[7], we assign one of the three priority values (8, 5, and

1) to each corresponding inference task. Figure 9 shows the

SLA satisfaction rate of different groups of tasks, each group

corresponds to a specific priority (e.g., implicit priority SLA=3

in ASPIRE and explicit priority 8 in PL and DM). We observe
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Fig. 10. GLB (a) bandwidth and (b) capacity exploration assuming SLA=3
and λ = 10/Million.
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Fig. 11. Partition size exploration assuming SLA=3 and λ = 10/Million.

that in general inference tasks with high priority, either implicit

or explicit, achieve higher SLA satisfaction rates under different

task arrival rate assumptions. Furthermore, the implicit priority

in ASPIRE is more effective in terms of SLA satisfaction rate

and fairness, as compared to the explicit priority in PL and DM

due to the fact that ASPIRE allocation strategy significantly

prompts tasks that are close to or have passed their deadlines.

We show the results of an extreme case with a very high task

arrival rate (λ = 20/Million) in which many tasks cannot be

completed in time. ASPIRE still achieves high fairness in this

case compared to other designs.

E. GLB Bandwidth and Capacity Exploration

Figure 10 (a) shows the impact of bandwidth between

main memory and GLB on execution time in ASPIRE, when

assuming SLA=3 and λ = 10/Million. We explore several

setups, DDR3 off-chip memory with 34 GB/s bandwidth as

in [1], HBM with 128-512 GB/s bandwidth (PR [5] and PL

[7] assume HBM with 358 GB/s bandwidth). The execution

time is further divided into the time for computation and

memory stall time. We observe that 358 GB/s bandwidth is

sufficient as the memory stall time only accounts for 1.8% of the

overall execution time. As the bandwidth value decreases, the

fraction of memory stall time in overall execution time increases

(83% in DDR3 with 34 GB/s bandwidth). Meanwhile, further

increasing the memory bandwidth over 358 GB/s only leads to

an insignificant reduction in memory stall time. We also explore

the impact of GLB capacity on execution time in ASPIRE as

shown in Figure 10 (b). Implementing a 12 MB GLB would

incur 31% memory stall time, which can be reduced to 21%

when implementing a 20 MB GLB.

F. Partition Size Exploration

We study the execution time and energy consumption, as

well as SLA satisfaction rate and fairness when varying the

partition size in ASPIRE architecture. The study is performed

assuming the critical SLA and high task arrival rate. As shown

in Figure 11, we observe increasing execution time as partition

size increases, which indicates that a smaller partition size can

better facilitate the process of allocating the right amount of

hardware resource to a particular inference task. By contrast,

the minimum energy consumption is achieved when assuming

16×16 partition size. Though partition size does not affect

the energy consumption of computation and data access to

different memory hierarchies, it has a profound impact on the

energy consumption of the proposed photonic network. Small

partition sizes (8×8 and 8×16) lead to a large number of MRRs

required in the photonic network and high energy consumption

for thermal tuning. Large partition sizes (16×32 and 32×32)

lead to high insertion loss and high energy consumption for the

off-chip laser source. We observe that the proposed ASPIRE

architecture achieves optimal energy-delay product value when

assuming 16×16 partition size. We can observe that the SLA

satisfaction rate and fairness decrease as the partition size

increases, which also indicates that a smaller partition size can

fully exploit the spatial task parallelism on the accelerator and

improve QoS and fairness.

G. Area Estimation

We synthesize ASPIRE design using Synopsys Design
Compiler and 28 nm technology. The size of the 12 MB
GLB is 89.55 mm2 while the area overhead of the photonic

network (transceivers and MRRs) is 46.06 mm2. Since ASPIRE

is not equipped with the 1 MB weight FIFO (3.92 mm2 and

2 MB Accumulation Buffer (20.43 mm2), we can mitigate

the area overhead of the photonic network by using an 8 MB
GLB in ASPIRE. According to Figure 6 and Figure 10 (b),

such a system setup can still achieve lower execution time as

compared to PL with 12 MB GLB.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a photonic multi-DNN accelerator

named ASPIRE that supports spatial and temporal co-execution

of multiple DNNs. The salient features of ASPIRE architecture

include (1) a novel dataflow that converts a sufficient fraction

of data reuse opportunities into data multicast opportunities

to leverage the energy-efficient multicast property of silicon

photonics; (2) a photonic network that can be adaptively divided

into several sub-networks, each seamlessly connecting some

fragmented PE partitions to construct a sub-accelerator for

one DNN; (3) an algorithm that produces the allocation of

PE partitions based on computing demand and task priority,

and the allocation of on-chip memory capacity based on DNN

topology and data reuse pattern. Simulation studies using a

collection of diverse CNN, RNN, and transformer models have

proven the effectiveness of ASPIRE architecture compared to

other state-of-the-art multi-DNN accelerators.
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